Our GenerationFX Rolls-Royce 250-C20R STC Modification Kit is designed to complement the 355FX STC and the existing OEM AS355F versions and address multiple issues providing a variety of benefits...

- **Complete.** Our FX kits comprehensively address the entire aircraft and multiple performance aspects.
- **Maintainable.** Our FX kits incorporate proven, off the shelf, readily available generic parts for ease of procurement upon replacement and overall ease of maintenance.
- **Flight performance improvements.** Our FX kits are designed to take full advantage of the upgraded powerplants providing additional margins to enhance flight performance.
- **Reliable.** Because our FX kits are designed with simplicity in mind, and having accumulated more than 10,000 hours operational field experience they are considered highly reliable.
- **Positively affect direct operating costs.** Our FX kits reduce maintenance costs per flight hour while positively impacting engine efficiency and fuel burn.

**The GenerationFX Rolls-Royce 250-C20R STC offers...**

- **Installation of Rolls-Royce 250-C20R Powerplants**
  - Providing dramatic increase in operational margins
  - Exceptional high altitude and high temperature performance
  - Reduction in fuel consumption increasing range
- **Installation of new GenerationFX Engine Control and Trim Cables**
  - Eliminates original Bowden type cables and springs
  - Provides immediate engine response without NR droop
- **Installation of AS355N Increased Cord Tail Rotor and Accumulator System**
  - Provides increased tail rotor thrust in heavy weight / low speed conditions
- **Installation of GenerationFX Tailboom Strake**
  - Provides improved hover performance and cross wind controllability
- **Installation of new GenerationFX Engine Inlets and Scroll Balance Kit**
- **Installation of new GenerationFX C20R Wiring Harness**
- **Installation of AS355N Engine Oil System Lines and Bypass Valve**
- **Maintain current OEM Published Limitations and Performance**

This complete and maintainable GenerationFX product is available exclusively through Dart Helicopter Services...